CHIKITI MAHAVIDYALAYA, CHIKITI
NAAC ACCREDITED GRADE’B’

ALUMNI REPORT
Chikiti Mahavidyalaya, Chikiti the very epitome of South East Odisha stands like a
Iron Pillar in the bordering Andhra Pradesh. The place is enriched with cultural heritage. The
college becomes a icon to the hereby Colleges in the field of education by obtaining name
and fame having good percentage of rank holders in degree level. The college has faced
many ups and downs during its development.
It is a matter of great pride and glory that in the year 2006-07 the NAAC peer team
had visited the Institution and placed it under grade ‘B’ level by the Accreditation Council.
This year the college is going to apply for NAAC re-accreditation level-2, so the college has
organised an Alumni Meet of the old students which is highly essential for the purpose. So
our respected Principal has taken pain to assemble the old students and with much effort he
has invited the old students those who are in and outside Chikiti on 20th December 2015 the
Alumni Meet has been fixed to be conducted in the college campus.
The meeting of old students, the faculty members and the students of this institution
has been started with the Lightening of the Candle by the Principal. Then the Programme is
followed by choral song by our girl students. The welcome address by the Principal becomes
vibrant which brings more enthusiastic and conducive atmosphere in this august gathering.
In his speech he has cited about the conditions of the college which is in a developing stage.
It needs more aid from Govt. and UGC.So that the institution will be full fledged in near
future. Than the programme is followed by speech of the co-ordinator of NAAC Dr.Bamodev
Mishra.In his speech he pointed out the aims and objectives of Alumni and how the other
meets will be organised in near future. Then all of us have witnessed the Self introduction of
Aluminies which has empowered their interactions among themselves. Some of the
Aluminies has cited their bygone experiences, their learning’s and the co-operations that
they had received from different faculty members and how they were influenced,
encouraged, inspired by their teachers.
The important part of the Programme has aroused. The Aluminies were asked to
select their Office-bearers for the posts of President, Vice-President, Secretary, JointSecretary and treasurer. But it is surprise to know that they have left the task for selection
of the office bearers in hands of our Principal and Co-ordinator.

Then Dr. Bichitra Patnaik has addressed the gathering with his amuseful talkings and
citing different examples from day-to –day affairs of the student and teacher relation which
is degrading day by day. Some of other faculty members have given their experiences about
the Aluminies.
Last but not the least of the Programme is the Vote of Thanks which is delivered by
Prof. Sanatana Gouda. In his speech he has imparted advices and a better future life for the
Aluminies. Then follows the National Anthem by all the Participants.”We are all awaiting for
another Alumni Meet” The version of the Aluminies.

